A Novel Methodology for Extracting and Evaluating Therapeutic Movements in Game-Based Motion Capture Rehabilitation Systems.
Virtual rehabilitation yields outcomes that are at least as good as traditional care for improving upper limb function and the capacity to carry out activities of daily living. Due to the advent of low-cost gaming systems and patient preference for game-based therapies, video game technology will likely be increasingly utilized in physical therapy practice in the coming years. Gaming systems that incorporate low-cost motion capture technology often generate large datasets of therapeutic movements performed over the course of rehabilitation. An infrastructure has yet to be established, however, to enable efficient processing of large quantities of movement data that are collected outside of a controlled laboratory setting. In this paper, a methodology is presented for extracting and evaluating therapeutic movements from game-based rehabilitation that occurs in uncontrolled and unmonitored settings. By overcoming these challenges, meaningful kinematic analysis of rehabilitation trajectory within an individual becomes feasible. Moreover, this methodological approach provides a vehicle for analyzing large datasets generated in uncontrolled clinical settings to enable better predictions of rehabilitation potential and dose-response relationships for personalized medicine.